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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/17/2024

Description 2020 Grand Design Reflection 28BH, Grand Design Reflection 28BH fifth wheel
highlights: Dual Entry Bath U-Shaped Dinette 40" TV Outside Kitchen LED Lighting
This rear private bunkhouse Reflection fifth wheel is sure to be a crowd pleaser!
With a U-shaped dinette and tri-fold sofa, you can sleep even more guests to
make this a fun getaway with friends. The heated pass-through compartment
area is big enough for you to bring along all of your camping essentials. You can
even choose to cook outside at the outdoor kitchen while relaxing under the 21'
electric awning. If the weather moves you inside, you will have plenty appliances
to keep your belly full, as well as a 40" TV and fireplace to keep you entertained
and warm. Come see why this model is popular with larger families, and smaller
families that enjoy plenty of room to themselves. Each Reflection fifth wheel by
Grand Design offers luxury along with easy towing to your favorite destinations
with the aerodynamic front cap including Max Turn Radius. The Universal All-In-
One docking station, LP Quick Connect, and One-Touch electric awning with LED
lighting makes setting up and packing up easy for those weekenders or full-timers
that like to move around. Inside, you will find the bedroom is complete with a
residential queen mattress, a king size wardrobe, oversized underbed storage,
and much more!

Basic information Year: 2020
Stock Number: 306004
VIN Number: 573FR3520L3413558
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 34
GVW: 10995
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 2
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